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A second review of mormon arts volume 1I
reviewed by richard G oman mr oman graduated
from brigham young university in 1970 he is presently
a graduate student in the history of art at the university of
washington in seattle

since 1969 brigham young university has held a mormon
festival of arts each spring this book is basically an outgrowth and an expression of these festivals and thus many of
the strengths and weaknesses of the book are reflections of
strengths and weaknesses of the festival the book is lavishly
illustrated with over 120 photographs and illustrations 45 in
color of art mainly from the festival because of the large
size of the pages 13 x 13
many of the plates are quite
large some even covering two pages A long playing phonograph record containing music drama and dramatic reading
accompanies the volume
the first 43 pages contain several long essays by dean
lorin wheelwright these essays examine such topics as Is
there a mormon art the artistic goals of brigham young
university and the interrelationships of divine revelation science and aesthetics dr wheelwright s basic point is that content not form should be the first concern of the mormon
artist sections on drama music photography literature and
dance follow the extended introduction to mormon art an
essay on the kirtland temple is included as well as a short
article on david hyrum smith poet musician son of the
prophet joseph smith and early leader in the reorganized
church the text ends with a short report on a symposium
held during the festival on mormon architecture design and
the environment most of the critical and analytical writing
is done by drs wheelwright and woodbury at the end of
the book appear the schedules of the first three festivals and
biographical listings of all persons whose art work or essays
are included in the book the accompanying record is correlated with the book
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my immediate response to this book is enthusiastic no
matter what level of artistic sophistication the reader has he
will find something of interest in mormon arts this speaks
well for the pedagogical skills of the editors and the universa lity of the subject the writers on music drama and
versality
visual art each plead with the reader to extend himself and
take in a greater variety of new aesthetic experiences appropriately a wide range of works is reproduced the relation ships drawn between art theology and life are quite prolationships
vocative this reviewer tends to basically agree with dr
wheelwright and others that mormon art should have a deep
concern with content as well as form and that it should be
basically supportive of mormon values
however 1I do have some reservations about the book
though the title is mormon arts there are little more than
two pages devoted to poetry and literature perhaps this reflects logistical problems between different colleges of the
university since literature is not included in the college of
fine arts and communications we are not told
though the authors plead for greater acceptance of different aesthetic viewpoints lorin wheelwright even reminds us
that the church is now multi
national and multi cultural
multinational
the only nonwestern
non western art in the book is a photograph of a
toltec sculpture dr wheelwright reveals his own western
post renaissance aesthetic value system when he begins to
link theology science and aesthetics for example he explains
that the numbers two and three are the basic numerical units
in art but this is simply not true of many nonwestern
non western cultures this points out the difficulty of trying to establish a
single aesthetic broad enough to fit a broad spectrum of artistic
styles

drs woodbury and wheelwright both put great emphasis

on mormon art being optimistic buoyant and problem solving
1I think there are mormon artists who would feel uncomfortable with this prescription there is much great art which
does not soothe answer or relax art often raises disturbing
and lets the audience struggle with the solutions A
questionsand
questionssand
question
constant demand for optimism and clear solutions can lead to
art that is smug and insipid
A final problem is a seeming overemphasis on the subject
of the art and an underemphasis
under emphasis on the work itself none of
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the reproductions of the visual arts are accompanied with references to dimensions or media this omission may not affect
the viewer s appreciation of the subject but it certainly may
impair his ability to understand the work of art itself less
than fifteen per cent of the article on the kirtland temple
deals with the structure itself there are no accompanying phomorreyy bailey and a
to
details A poem by alice morre
tographic
painting by floyd E breinholt are juxtaposed with no comtetons
ment on either one why the subject of both is the temons
this emphasis on subject matter ignores whether the works of
art are compatible and forces one to be the comment on the
other
since mormon arts is optimistically labeled volume 1I it is
hoped that the kinds of problems just discussed can be dealt
with in future volumes volume I1 is certainly overdue
justifies its existence
the preface states that this book
if it stirs the appetite of the reader for continued experience
with and enjoyment of mormon arts 1I for one feel stirred
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